A DAY OUT IN SOMERSET

at the Bishop’s Palace
BY TIM SAUNDERS

While coronavirus is around we’ve made the decision to
only have day trips because at least that way we won’t get
caught out by sudden quarantines.
Living in Hampshire it is surprising just how far you can
travel in a day without the need to stay the night.
The Bishop’s Palace at Wells in Somerset is under 100
miles away and takes around two hours to get to. We
leave at just after 9am and arrive before 11.30am, which
gives us plenty of time to explore.
Adjacent to Wells Cathedral, it has been the home of the
Bishops of the Diocese of Bath and Wells for 800 years
and has been designated by English Heritage as a Grade
I listed building.
The children love the sound of The Bishop’s palace and
little Henry is walking around saying, “We’re at The
Bishop’s Palace.” It’s like something from Ben & Holly.
Recently the weather has been temperamental but today
although there is some cloud, the sun shines making for
a very pleasant trip. As soon as we arrive it is clear how
popular it is because there is a healthy queue of visitors
awaiting entry.
“You need to wear a facemask in the shop but otherwise
there is no need,” we are advised. That suits us fine.
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We’ve brought a picnic and it’s not long before we find
a bench and tuck in. This gives us chance to find our
bearings and savour the splendour of the architecture
and the well tended 14-acres. It is a perfect day out
for a young family in these strange times because the
children can roam freely. Although there are occasions
where we have to obey social distancing generally it
is not necessary because there is so much space and
comparatively few visitors. Somerset’s hidden secret.
There are some stunning flowers and plants, a large well
tended allotment where we see onions, leeks, lettuces,
courgettes, pumpkins and potatoes. The children are
given some wonky carrots. Throughout the day we all
take photos with the Palace’s Children’s Photographic
Competition in mind.
We spend much of the day outside but do make sure that
we visit the Bishop’s Palace itself where we see an array
of portraits of the bishops since 1206. While Caroline and
I are looking, Henry and Heidi are trying to wake up the
cat that is dozing on a chair underneath the portraits. Is it
stuffed? Careful Henry. They find fun in anything.
Open 10am to 5pm daily
Single tickets provide year long visits
www.bishopspalace.org.uk
Watch the videos at www.travelwriter.biz
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